
 
 
Post event report: Introduction for equipment for engineers - valves (technical 
lecture) - 14 November 2013 
 
On the evening of the 14th November Stuart Montgomery (AVK’s UK market sector 
manager for waste water) and Oliver Gambling (AVK’s Key Account Manager – North) 
made the journey to UCLAN’s Harrington Building to deliver the first in a series of talks 
and visits from the “Introduction to Equipment for Engineers” series of events on the 
subject of valves.   
 
Stuart’s passion for valves (and tractors) was evident from his first words and made 
what could seem like a very dull and/or basic topic very interesting and engaging.  He 
covered the following topics: 
 

 Valves manufactured and supplied by AVK 
 The history of water and waste water valves (including showing pictures of 4m 

butterfly valves) 
 Visuals showing the challenges of installing and operating valves and the pitfalls 

to avoid when designing an installation 
 
Stuart and Oliver brought two cut open sample valves – a metal gate valve and a 
resilient seated gate valve which proved to be great conversation points and allowed 
members and non-members who came along a rare opportunity to see what a valve 
looks like inside and get hands to actually see how it works. 
 

 
A metal gate valve and a resilient seated gate valve 

 
The feedback was extremely positive about the event with all members and non-
members saying they would be interested to hear about and attend future events in the 
series.  These events are aimed at engineers from any industry and at any stage in their 
career and it was great to see that aim was reflected in attendees who came to the 
event.  
 



The next event in the series will be a visit to Pepsico at Skelmersdale on the 15th January 
followed by a trip in February / March to the AVK factory in Hyde where they make 
couplings, flange adaptors, repair clamps and under pressure tees.  
If you have a topic that you would like to see in this series please contact us. 


